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Regeneration
Chapter 1

Let me ask you a question. How long does it take for your skin to change to
completely new skin? About 27 days. You see you’re growing new skin all the time.
The skin that you have now is not the same skin that you had a month ago. It’s brand
new skin.
So let us take the case of an elderly person, say someone in his eighties. His skin is
wrinkled. Aged. Frail. But how can this be, for his skin is less than one month old?
His skin is brand new. His skin is no older than a baby’s.
In other words, his body has just made him brand new old skin.
Similarly with your liver, spleen, heart and so forth. Every organ in your body is
constantly being regenerated. Old people regenerate brand new organs – that are
regenerated as being already old.
People generate brand new old organs all the time.
Why is that?
I know why.
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Regeneration
Chapter 2

When someone gets a tattoo, the ink is embedded in that person’s skin. But the
question is this: if the skin is regenerated every 27 days, why is the tattoo still there
one month later?
The skin a person has now is completely different to the skin he had one month ago.
His skin is less than one month old. This means that if he had a tattoo there can be no
trace whatsoever of the ink that was in his skin one month ago. Because that ink was
held in his skin and there is now no trace of the skin that he had a month ago. That
skin is gone. Replaced with new skin.
So why does he still have a tattoo?
If he has a tattoo, it can only be for one reason – because he has ink in his skin.
So where did the ink come from? There is only one possibility. When he created new
skin, he also created new ink.
In other words he manifested the tattoo. For the tattoo he has now is not the same as
the tattoo he had one month ago. It is a brand new old tattoo.
Let me give you a hint as to where the answer might lie. It is related to the solution to
the Double-Slit Experiment.
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As for me, would I ever get a tattoo?
No. I may be crazy.
But I’m not that crazy.
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Chapter 3

I’ll give a hint as to why tattoos are regenerated as skin is regenerated. It is because
people believe it. It is a person’s belief that the tattoo is permanent that allows the
tattoo to be recreated as his skin is being regenerated.
People expect the tattoo to be permanent and so their belief creates that reality. Their
belief manifests new ink with their new skin.
It is not the same with all people however. With some people their tattoos do fade
more. This is to do with them not holding as rigid a belief that their tattoos will not
fade.
The way to get rid of a tattoo altogether is to clear the belief pattern. This is possible
in the medicine that I teach. It would take time. But it is possible.
In the medicine that I teach.
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Chapter 4

Why do ulcers persist when the stomach regenerates?
Let us imagine that a person has had a stomach ulcer for ten years. But the stomach
lining regenerates every four days. Even if the ulcer is deep into the stomach, the
stomach is regenerating all the time.
So it is not the same ulcer that the person has had for ten years. It is a new ulcer that is
being regenerated time and again.
This person is constantly regenerating a brand new old ulcer.
We are constantly regenerating brand new bodies. So why do we grow old? Why do
we grow brand new old organs? Why do we still have scar tissue after we regenerate
new skin and organs? Why do we still keep old injuries when we regenerate our
bodies?
I know why.
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